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INTRODUCTION
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Test yoursel f (answers on p. 127)

This book won’t teach you to drive, but
if you think you know how to drive and
are worried about the test then this is
what you need to overcome that anxiety.
You could have all the knowledge and
driving skills necessary to pass your test
but if nerves cause you to make a silly
mistake it can all be wasted. Passing your
driving test is as much about learning to
take control of yourself as it is about taking
control of your vehicle. It sounds a tall
order but it’s really very simple. Just follow
the tips in this book, try to relax and give
it your best shot…
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The theory test
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Test yoursel f (answers on p. 127)

OVERVIEW

It is now necessary to pass a driving
theory test before being allowed to take

the practical test. This theory test
replaces the questions examiners used to

ask their candidates at the end of the
drive. Its implementation has improved

the safety of examiners by eliminating the
need for them to go out on the road

with candidates who do not understand
essential road signs and rules. It also aims
to improve general road safety by raising

the standards of all new drivers.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE SECTION

The first part of the theory test consists
of 35 multiple choice questions covering
a wide range of topics concerning driving

rules, signs, safety and aspects of The
Highway Code. You have 40 minutes to
answer 30 or more questions correctly.
Study The Highway Code and do as many

mock theory tests as you can.
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Test yoursel f (answers on p. 127)

MOCK THEORY TESTS

Visit www.dsa.gov.uk where you can do
a full mock multiple choice theory test on

the Internet. You can also buy various
CD-ROMs for your computer containing

several practice tests.
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HAZARD AWARENESS SECTION

The second part of the theory test is an
electronic test of your awareness of
potential hazards on the road using

interactive video clips. You have
approximately 15 minutes to obtain a

minimum score of 44 out of a possible
75. The minimum pass rate is higher
for those taking lorry or bus tests.
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Test yoursel f (answers on p. 127)

Before the test
day
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DON’T RUSH THINGS

Only book your test when you and your
instructor think you’re ready. If you take a

test too soon you’re going to feel the
extra stress that comes from knowing

you’re not fully prepared.


